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Abstract

Purpose – The COVID-19 outbreak has profoundly plagued the world, and current health efforts are focused on providing prevention and ensuring access to intensive services for people with the most severe symptomatology. Many reports have already described substantial psychological distress in the general population. Nevertheless, disasters tend to affect vulnerable subjects disproportionately, and individuals with intellectual disabilities/autism spectrum disorder with high and very high support needs (PwID/ASD-HSN) seem to be counted among the hardest hit populations. The present paper aims to provide a comprehensive discussion and evaluation of COVID-19 related issues specific to PwID/ASD-HSN.

Design/methodology/approach – Commentary on available literature and analysis of new preliminary data on PwID/ASD-HSN’s physical and psychic vulnerability factors. This knowledge is fundamental to provide families and caregivers special advice to counteract the risks associated with the current pandemic.

Findings – PwID/ASD-HSN represent one of the most vulnerable population to the COVID-19 outbreak and the associated factors of mental distress for several reasons, including multimorbidity, low levels of health literacy, difficulties to understand and communicate, reliance on other people for care, low compliance with complex hygiene rules, the strong need of routine/sameness and low adaptive skills.

Originality/value – In the present work, the authors analyze the specific factors of physical and mental vulnerability in PwID/ASD-HSN, corroborating the dissertation with a discussion on the first data published worldwide and with preliminary data collected on the Italian territory for what concerns prevalence rates of COVID-19 and complications in persons with PwID/ASD-HSN and signs and symptoms of psychic distress during the mass quarantine period.
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Introduction

The outbreak of the novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has sicken more than 48,000,000 people worldwide (WHO, 2020). The pandemic and the measures undertaken by most countries to contain its spread determined unprecedented distress factors for health-care systems. Persons with intellectual disability (ID)/autism spectrum disorder with high and very high support needs (ASD-HSN) seem to be among the hardest hit populations (Druss, 2020; Yahya et al., 2020; Armitage and Nellums, 2020; Zhu et al., 2020; Courtenay and Perera, 2020; Iasevoli et al., 2020a).

ID and ASD represent the two neurodevelopmental disorders with the highest impact on personal functioning. They include many different clinical (syndromic) conditions (Salvador-Carulla and Bertelli, 2008), which combine cognitive and relational impairment, with high co-occurrence rates...
Notably, the “severity levels” for ASD can be based on the “support needs” as stated in the DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), which focuses on the intensity of needed supports rather than on the level of impairment based on the amount of ASD symptomology. Accordingly, PwASD-HSN are intended as belonging to the highest severity level.

In Italy, several reports have emerged on infection events with SARS-CoV-2 (Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2) and severe COVID-19 symptoms and hospitalizations of persons with ID/ASD-HSN (PwID/ASD-HSN) in residential facilities (Ricci, 2020). The lack of official precise and well-defined guidelines addressing the emergency management at the very beginning of the epidemic has probably contributed to difficulties in caring for people in residential settings. Apart from housing solutions, PwID/ASD-HSN can carry additional vulnerability factors to the infection with SARS-CoV-2. Nevertheless, physicians seem not to be perfectly aware of the adjunctive risks of PwID/ASD-HSN in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. Indeed, a Sermo survey launched on April 2020 by the authors (Sermo is the largest global healthcare data collection company and social platform for physicians across 150 countries) revealed that 45% of the physicians who responded believed that PwID/ASD-HSN are as vulnerable as the general population to COVID-19 complications. Moreover, 20% of them declared that PwID/ASD-HSN are even less vulnerable to the course of the SARS-CoV2 infection. Besides physical vulnerability, PwID/ASD-HSN can also carry additional psychic vulnerability, especially in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The present commentary aims to provide a comprehensive evaluation of COVID-19-related issues in PwID/ASD-HSN, including a discussion on the first data published worldwide and on preliminary data on physical and psychic vulnerability collected during the mass quarantine period in Italy. Indeed, the knowledge of PwID/ASD-HSN vulnerability factors is fundamental to provide families and caregivers advice to counteract the risks associated with the current pandemic, as illustrated by the document titled “Advice for managing the COVID-19 outbreak and the associated factors of mental distress for people with intellectual disability and autism spectrum disorder with high and very high support needs” that has been signed by the authors and endorsed by the World Psychiatric Association.

Vulnerability to the infection with SARS-CoV2 and to COVID-19 complications

Health care of PwID/ASD-HSN has been a longstanding concern, as these persons show a prevalence of diseases and physical problems about 2.5 times higher than that of the general population (Kinnear et al., 2018; Tyrer et al., 2019; Hand et al., 2020). In adjunction, PwID/ASD-HSN are generally underrepresented in health research, especially during adulthood, a trend that appears to persist during the COVID-19 pandemic (Landes et al., 2020).

Physical multi-morbidity of PwID/ASD-HSN includes endocrine diseases, hypertension, respiratory problems, cancer and other conditions associated with a higher risk for SARS-CoV-2 Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome and other COVID-19 complications. During the 2009 H1N1 pandemic, similar risk factors were found to be associated with a high number of adverse outcomes in persons with Down Syndrome (Perez-Padilla et al., 2010). Indeed, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported specific recommendations for people with cognitive disabilities, stating that this population was at increased risk of becoming infected or having an unrecognized illness (CDC, 2009).

For what concerns respiratory system diseases, people with certain disabilities can also carry a higher risk of getting influenza and influenza-related complications. A few years ago, respiratory infection (including pneumonia) had been reported to be a major cause of

(Baio et al., 2018; Maenner et al., 2020), overlapping symptoms and psychopathological vulnerability (Oxelgren et al., 2017; Noterdaeme and Wriedt, 2010; Bertelli et al., 2020).
hospital admission in PwID, with a longer duration and higher likelihood of recurrence than in the general population (Chang et al., 2017).

To note, SARS-CoV-2 has been discovered to use the angiotensin-converting enzyme II (ACE-2) as the cellular entry receptor (Wan et al., 2020). ACE-2 is expressed in a variety of different human tissues, including the upper and lower respiratory tract, myocardium and gastrointestinal mucosa (Harmer et al., 2002), and some scientists have hypothesized that a chronic upregulation of ACE-2 in the airways may predispose individuals to increased risk of coronavirus infections (Leung et al., 2020). Interestingly, it has been postulated an association between a higher ACE expression and functionality and risk of autism (Firouzabadi et al., 2016), in accordance with the hypothesis of a central role of inflammation in ASD alongside with the neuroinflammatory and oxidative actions of angiotensin II.

PwASD have also been found to present high pro-inflammatory cytokines (Theoharides and Zhang, 2011), including interleukin (IL)-6, IL-12 and tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α), whose exaggerated synthesis has been associated with acute severe systemic inflammatory response in the pathogenesis of SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia (Buonaguro et al., 2020). Therefore, PwASD could be at higher risk of developing a “cytokine storm” due to the already increased levels of the implied cytokines (Lima et al., 2020b). Although several reports highlight the alterations mentioned above in PwASD, the literature results are contrasting and do not permit to draw conclusions (Jyonouchi et al., 2001; Malik et al., 2011; Nadeem et al., 2020). In persons with Down Syndrome, high levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines (e.g. IL-6, MCP-1, IL-22, TNF-α) are associated with pronounced complement consumption, resembling changes seen in type I interferonopathies and other autoinflammatory conditions (Sullivan et al., 2017). In Prader–Willi syndrome (PWS), it has been reported that several associated conditions can lead to a possible activation of innate immunity such as obesity and deficient GH secretion. Compared to non-PWS, PWS subjects have been found to show higher plasma concentrations of C-reactive protein, IL-18 and IL-6, suggesting for a low-grade systemic inflammation state (Caixas et al., 2008). Also, in this case, the possibility of a higher susceptibility to SARS-CoV2 infection and a higher risk for complications than the typical population is a matter of debate.

Apart from the previous considerations, several factors can be hypothesized to play an adjunctive role for the high vulnerability of PwID/ASD-HSN to the infection with SARS-CoV2 and to COVID-19 severe presentation, including low levels of health literacy, low compliance with complex hygiene rules, reliance on other people for care.

Indeed, PwID/ASD-HSN can need high personal care assistance from caregivers when they live in the family context, or from the clinical staff when they live in residential facilities. Remarkably, the status of the person’s living or housing accommodations (domestic, residential setting or inpatient status) has been pointed out to impact significantly on SARS-CoV2 spread and possible COVID-19 sequelae (McGonigal, 2020).

For example, adults who reside in congregate care settings share the use of essential living spaces (e.g. bedrooms, bathrooms, kitchens), and are typically close to other residents. Therefore, physical distancing can represent a considerable challenge for PwID/ASD-HSN living in residential facilities that consequently may be at increased risk from SARS-Cov2 infection (Landes et al., 2020).

Obviously, cognitive disabilities can lead to challenges in processing information and making decisions. Therefore, prevention measures such as hand washing, cough and sneeze protection, self-monitoring of illness, and avoiding contact with people who are sick may become a difficult challenge for these persons.

Finally, small social networks, residential instability and homelessness can also raise the risk of infection and make it harder to identify positive cases, follow-up, support and treat those infected among PwID/ASD-HSN (Tsai and Wilson, 2020).
To date, some research studies have started to provide relevant also if still scarce information on SARS-CoV2 spread and COVID-19 sequelae among PwID/ASD-HSN.

For example, the Journal Virtual Revista Sindrome de Down has mentioned cases of COVID-19 in patients with Down Syndrome with a variable evolution, from recovery to death, and The Trisomy 21 Research Society is evaluating the evolution of the pandemic in patients with Down Syndrome (Callea et al., 2020).

Moreover, the BrightSpring Health Services, Louisville, KY, an organization that provides continuous support to over 11,000 individuals with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities in the USA, has recently reported that male individuals with higher numbers of chronic medical conditions were more likely to be hospitalized with COVID-19 in the first 100 days of the pandemic, while most younger, less chronically ill individuals recovered spontaneously at home (Mills et al., 2020).

Finally, the data obtained from the TriNetX COVID-19 Research Network platform contribute to validate the hypothesis that COVID-19 can present a greater risk to people with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (Turk et al., 2020). Specifically, a recent study has been conducted to explore the trends in comorbidities, the number of cases and number of deaths, case-fatality rates among patients mainly living on the US territory with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities that had a positive diagnosis for COVID-19 through May 2020. The results show that people with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities had a higher prevalence of specific comorbidities associated with poorer COVID-19 sequelae. Interestingly, distinct age-related differences in COVID-19 trends were reported, with a higher concentration of COVID-19 cases at younger ages in people with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (Turk et al., 2020). Preliminary prevalence rates of COVID-19 cases and complications in PwID/ASD-HSN have been started to be collected during the mass quarantine through the Italian territory for a total of 660 cases. The data were collected beginning on March 2020 in six Italian regions (Tuscany, Lombardy, Emilia Romagna, Piedmont and Sicily) by filling data sets that listed district of origin of the patient, the living arrangement of the patient, the eventual type of residential facility in which he/she was housed, the total number of patients housed in the residential facility and the number of suspects/positive cases. From these preliminary raw data, it is possible to deduce that PwID/ASD-HSN had severe to critical symptoms in 19–51% of cases, with variability depending mostly on the epidemic area and kind of living arrangements. Therefore, it seems that also the above reported preliminary data could contribute to corroborate the hypothesis that COVID-19 course and complications may severely affect PwID/ASD-HSN.

Vulnerability to psychopathological sequelae in the context of COVID-19 pandemic

Research on previous epidemics has revealed that outbreaks can have a broad spectrum of psychological effects. They can precipitate new psychiatric symptoms in people without psychiatric disorders (Chew et al., 2020), aggravate the condition of those with pre-existing psychiatric disorders (Yao et al., 2020; Lima et al., 2020a) and cause distress to the caregivers of affected individuals. During SARS, Ebola and H1N1 epidemics, the rate of psychological symptoms and psychiatric disorders was quite high: anxiety and fears were reported to vary between 3.2 and 12.6%, depressive symptoms from 3.0 to 73.1%, anger and irritability from 2.3 to 56.7% and post-traumatic stress symptoms around 25.8% (Chew et al., 2020). Recently, the COVID-19 pandemic is causing a parallel epidemic of panic disorders, anxiety, insomnia and depressive symptoms (Torales et al., 2020). Moreover, the level of distress perceived by patients with severe mental illnesses due to the COVID-19 outbreak and mass quarantine periods is higher than that perceived by the general population (Iasevoli et al., 2020b). The psychiatric vulnerability of PwID/ASD-HSN is elevated even in normal environmental conditions and the prevalence rate of psychiatric disorders has been repeatedly reported to be up to four times higher than in the general population (Bertelli et al., 2012; Cooper et al., 2007a; Nylander et al., 2018; Marino et al., 2019; Mazza et al., 2020). Indeed, 25–44% of PwID/ASD-HSN have
at least one psychiatric disorder during the life span, 21% have two psychiatric disorders with different characteristics and 8% have three psychiatric disorders (Cooper et al., 2007b; Russell et al., 2016; Strunz et al., 2014). The prevalence of psychopathology further increases for people who meet both the criteria for ASD and ID (Bradley et al., 2004; Cervantes and Matson, 2015).

Anxiety, mood disorders and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) are the most frequent psychiatric co-occurring disorders in PwID/ASD-HSN (Cooper et al., 2007a; Baudewijns et al., 2018; Hudson et al., 2019; Russell et al., 2016; Strunz et al., 2014).

Despite these high prevalence reports, psychiatric disorders in PwID/ASD-HSN have been scarcely studied for most specific clinical characteristics, such as presentation, course and vulnerability factors (Bertelli et al., 2015), as PwID/ASD-HSN are almost always excluded from clinical trials on psychiatric disorders, and their voice and experience are not captured (Humphreys et al., 2015; Shepherd et al., 2019).

A complex combination of biological, psychological and social factors has been hypothesized to contribute to this increased psychopathological vulnerability (Bertelli et al., 2015). Among psychological factors, weak coping strategies, lack of environmental mastery, low self-esteem, low adaptive skills and abuse experiences have been highlighted (Lindsay et al., 2015; Krabbendam et al., 2014). Among social factors, adverse life events, stigma and prejudice, low economic conditions and social isolation have been reported (Martorell et al., 2009; Tint et al., 2017).

Environmental and social changes associated to the pandemic and the measures adopted to contain its spread (i.e. lockdown) can amplify these vulnerabilities to psychological distress and psychiatric disorders as well as other more specific factors, such as difficulties to understand abstract concepts (i.e. appraisals of threat) and the strong need of routine/sameness (i.e. frustration with activities cancelled and low tolerance of boredom and insulation).

Drastic changes in daily routine (i.e. restriction or interruption of the usual activities, places and interpersonal exchanges), forced coexistence, loss of support and prolonged perception of loneliness have already been shown to favor regression, loss of skills, psychological distress, physical ailments, suicidal ideation and psychiatric disorders in PwID/ASD-HSN (Merrick et al., 2005; Dodd et al., 2016; Hedley et al., 2018).

The risks associated with these emotional experiences also include the worsening or developing of problem behaviors (PBs) such as increased stereotypies, self-stimulation, self-injurious behavior, aggressive behaviors toward objects or people and other oppositional behaviors. Indeed, seclusion itself may exacerbate PBs. Noteworthy, the high prevalence of PBs in PwID/ASD-HSN has been associated to a proportionate frequency of psychiatric disorders, and several studies demonstrated a relationship between PBs and the presence of psychopathological conditions (Emerson et al., 2001; Felce et al., 2009; Hemmings et al., 2006; Kishore et al., 2005). Indeed, the clinical presentation of mental health issues in PwID/ASD is often very different from the one of the general population particularly in those with more severe ID and/or co-occurrence of ASD, who present the highest difficulties in conceptualizing and communicating their psychic suffering (Bertelli et al., 2015; Hurley, 2008). Therefore, it has to be noted that PBs worsening or emergence could also be related to this atypical presentation of a psychiatric disorder, apart from possibly constituting a broader stress-related response (Bertelli et al., 2015).

To date, almost no data have been published on the psychopathological sequelae of the COVID-19 pandemic in adults with ID and/or ASD living independently or in residential facilities. Only one retrospective study evaluated the impact of COVID-19 restrictions on PBs in a cohort of 18 young adults with severe ASD attending a daycare center (Brondino et al., 2020). Signs and symptoms of distress to the COVID-19 mass quarantine are currently the object of an ongoing Italian survey open to caregiver/health-care workers of
PwID/ASD-HSN proposed and approved by the scientific committee of the Italian Society for Neurodevelopmental Disorders (SIDIN; special section of the Italian Society of Psychiatry). The survey started on 25 April 2020 and was conceptualized as online questionnaires to be completed anonymously. Specifically, two brief and easy to fill questionnaires were developed: the first was aimed to be completed by caregivers/family members of PwID/ASD-HSN aged above 15 years that were spending mass quarantine period at home; the second was aimed to be completed by expert health-care workers that were working in residential facilities in which PwID/ASD-HSN were spending the mass quarantine period.

Preliminary results on questionnaires completed by caregivers/family members during mass quarantine have highlighted that PwID/ASD-HSN were experiencing increased agitation (53.8% of the sample), increased irritability (52.3% of the sample), changes in sleep hours (54% of the sample), increased appetite (43.1% of the sample), increased tics/stereotypies (43.1% of the sample), followed by increased soliloquy (30.8% of the sample) and increased isolation (27.7% of the sample). Moreover, 29.2% of the PwID/ASD-HSN quarantined at home needed changes in their pharmacotherapy to better control behavioral manifestations. This finding supports the British colleagues’ clinical impression on an increased request for psychotropic medication to manage PBs during the COVID-19 pandemic (Courtenay, 2020).

For what concerns PwID/ASD-HSN living in residential facilities, 21.4% of the sample experienced increased irritability, 14.5% increased agitation. Finally, 93.9% of the sample stayed on the same doses/types of psychotropic medication prescribed before the mass quarantine.

In general terms, it can be deduced that observed behavioral changes could mirror an increased condition mainly linked to anxiety manifestations in both PwID/ASD-HSN quarantined at home or in residential facilities. Indeed, increased irritability, agitation and increased tics/stereotypies have been listed among the typical behavioral equivalents of anxiety in PwID/ASD-HSN (Bertelli et al., 2012). Moreover, and especially in the population quarantined at home, also signs of mood distress have been reported (including increased isolation, appetite modifications, insomnia) (Bertelli et al., 2012; Baudewijns et al., 2018). This finding could also be linked to the lack of the previous routine activities during the mass quarantine. Therefore, it could be speculated that the changes in daily routine and social interactions to which PwID/ASD-HSN quarantined at home were used contributed to the increased behavioral manifestations relevant not only to anxiety but also to mood disorders.

In summary, behavioral changes can be expected during the COVID-19 emergency in PwID/ASD-HSN, possibly related and secondary not only to the pre-existing vulnerability to stress and psychiatric comorbidities but also to the restrictions imposed to prevent the spread of the infection in the general population.

What now? Considerations and recommendation for research/policy/health-care service response

The COVID-19 pandemic has critically impacted health care delivery in a short period.

As an example, many organizations providing care and/or specialized educational programs for PwID/ASD-HSN have temporarily closed worldwide, either voluntarily or because of mandates.

Therefore, PwID/ASD-HSN receive fewer therapy hours (i.e. behavioral therapy, occupational therapy) than they normally would. Moreover, in the context of a general economic crisis, funding delays and cuts on community-based providers are predicted to force these organizations to definitively close, with the result of placing the health and safety of PwID/ASD-HSN at risk. Despite the current pandemic challenges, the collective
experiences with coping may reveal opportunities for creating more flexible and better care systems in the future. Accordingly, PwID/ASD-HSN represent potential users of telemedicine services together with persons suffering from psychiatric disorders, chronic diseases requiring constant contact with health-care structures and practitioners including psychological supports, or people who require treatments that are usually managed by territorial services or residential structures. Although more research is needed, clinical trials and systematic reviews have shown telehealth interventions to result in promising health-care strategies under the circumstances of limited access to in-person services (Ameis et al., 2020). There is an urgent need for additional research in this area to improve telemedicine services specifically toward PwID/ASD-HSN, with the multiple purposes to target from tele-diagnostics to tele-therapy and tele-support for families and caregivers.

Another fundamental point is to spread the knowledge of PwID/ASD-HSN vulnerability factors to provide families, caregivers and health-care workers special advice to counteract the risks associated with the current pandemic. Moreover, PwID/ASD-HSN are to be included in research studies, especially on the psychopathological sequeale due to the COVID-19 emergency, as the adult population is greatly underrepresented in this research field.

Meanwhile, one initial recommendation would be to provide education to all health-care professionals on communication strategies for the intellectually disadvantaged population, to reduce the distress of PwID/ASD-HSN in health settings and to appropriately give information related to the measures and rules to be adopted during the COVID-19 pandemic. In an effort to provide PwID/ASD-HSN and their caregivers specific advice, in Italy, the CREA (Research and Clinical Centre) unit of Misericordia di Firenze (Florence, Italy) and the SIDIN promptly set up a panel of experts and self-advocates to start Delphi processes for two documents aimed at providing PwID/ASD-HSN, their families and health-care workers with the most useful recommendations to deal with pandemic physical and mental-related risks. The first document, titled:

Advice for managing the COVID-19 outbreak and the associated factors of mental distress for people with intellectual disability and autism spectrum disorder with high and very high support needs – version 1.4.

was published on March 16, 2020, and immediately endorsed by some of the most relevant national scientific and family associations. At the time of the writing, the version 1.5 has been translated into English and other eight languages and endorsed by the Working Groups on Intellectual Disability and Autism Spectrum Disorder of the World Psychiatric Association Action Plan 2021–2023. The document includes accessible information on COVID-19, such as hygiene rules, anxiety crisis management, overcoming barriers, mental vulnerability, counteracting the risks of isolation and drastic changes in everyday life, and recommendations for caregivers (the document can be downloaded from the WPA’s COVID-19 Resource Library www.wpanet.org/covid-19-resources?ang=it). The second document explicitly addressed to health-care workers caring for PwID/ASD-HSN during the COVID-19 outbreak, is titled “COVID-19 Emergency. Advice for healthcare workers caring for people with intellectual disability and autism spectrum disorder with high and very high support needs - version 1.3” and has been published on May 10, 2020, in Italian language and available on the SIDIN official website (www.sidin.org/2020/05/scudo-psicologico-per-gli-operatori-sanitari/). This document gives specific advice to clinicians to cope with work-related stress during the COVID-19 emergency.

Health disparities and health-related specific supports are other critical points to be taken into account for PwID/ASD-HSN. As an example, home-based SARS-CoV2 testing for PwID/ASD-HSN should be seriously taken into account worldwide. Moreover, in the event of an individual with ID and/or ASD becoming ill, compliance would be another critical issue, especially when specialized care (e.g. respiratory support) should be needed. Although the
suggestion can result inconsistent with many policies in place in health care facilities, it should be considered to allow caregivers to remain with PwID/ASD-HSN as they receive health services, as it would result in better patient-centered care with lower risks of distress and PBs.

Conclusions

PwID/ASD-HSN represent vulnerable populations to the COVID-19 outbreak and COVID-19-related mental distress. Several factors are responsible for this high vulnerability, including multimorbidity, low levels of health literacy, difficulties in understanding and communicating, reliance on other people for care, low compliance with complex hygiene rules, the strong need of routine/sameness and low adaptive skills. Physical multimorbidity includes endocrine diseases, hypertension, respiratory problems, cancer and other conditions associated with a higher risk for SARS-CoV-2 Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome and other COVID-19 complications.

Psychopathological vulnerability is expressed by a higher (up to four times) prevalence rate and earlier onset of psychiatric disorders than in the general population. In the context of the current pandemic, behavioral changes can be expected in PwID/ASD-HSN, possibly related and secondary not only to the pre-existing vulnerability to stress and psychiatric comorbidities but also to the rules and restrictions imposed to prevent the spread of the infection.

A prompt consideration of these high health needs of PwID/ASD-HSN in health-care system planning and reorganization is desirable to develop special strategies to avoid the contagion and to prevent adjunctive psychic distress in this population, also considering that the mental health effects of COVID-19 might shape health-care system for many years, long past the events that are precipitating them.
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